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US stocks slide, S&P 500 dips over 10 pct
Investors continue to fret over Fed interest rate hike
NEW YORK, Jan 24,
(AP): Stocks sank on Wall
Street Monday, putting the
benchmark S&P 500 on
track for what the market
considers a correction - a
drop of 10% or more from
its most recent high.

Washington justices
uphold $18 mln fine

The S&P 500 fell 2.5% to
4,287.22 as of 10:15 a.m. Eastern, and is now down about 10.7%
from the high it set on Jan 4. A
close of 4,316.90 or lower will put
it into a correction.
The declines in the market extend a
recent run of losses that have left major indexes in a January slump. The
Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 712
points, or 2.1%, to 33,544 and the Nasdaq fell 3%.
Investors have been growing increasingly worried about how aggressively the Federal Reserve, which
holds a policy meeting this week,
might act to cool rising inﬂation. Wall
Street anticipates the ﬁrst increase in
interest rates as early as March, and
investors have grown increasingly
concerned the Fed will have to raise
rates more quickly and more often that
the central bank originally indicated.
The Fed’s benchmark short-term interest rate is currently in a range of 0%
to 0.25%. Investors now see a nearly
70% chance that the Fed will raise the
rate by at least one percentage point by
the end of the year, according to CME
Group’s Fed Watch tool.
Federal Reserve policymakers
will release their latest statement on
Wednesday.
On Monday, the energy and raw materials sectors lead the decline. Mining
concern Freeport McMoRan slipped
4.6% and General Motors fell 4%.
Technology stocks were among the
heaviest weights on the market as investors shift money away from pricier
stocks in anticipation of rising interest rates. Higher rates make shares in
high-ﬂying tech companies and other
expensive growth stocks relatively less
attractive.
Apple fell 1.7% and Microsoft shed
1.8%.
A wide range of retailers, travelrelated companies and others that rely
on direct consumer spending also fell
broadly and weighed down the broader
market. Target fell 1.1% and Carnival
fell 5%.
Bond yields edged lower. The yield
on the 10-year Treasury fell to 1.72%
from 1.74% late Friday.
Falling yields also weighed on
banks, which rely on higher yields to
charge more lucrative interest on loans.

In this ﬁle photo provided by the New York Stock Exchange, Robert Charmak (right), works with fellow traders on the ﬂoor of the New York Stock Exchange. Stocks sank in morning trading on Wall Street Monday, putting the benchmark S&P 500 on track for what the market considers a correction - a
drop of 10% or more from its most recent high. (AP)

Bank of America fell 3.8%.
Inﬂation is putting pressure on businesses and consumers as demand for
goods continues to outpace supplies.
Companies have been warning that
supply chain problems and rising raw
materials costs could crimp their ﬁnances. Retailers, food producers and
others have been raising prices on
goods to try and offse the impact.
Rising costs are raising concerns that
consumers will start to ease spending
because of the persistent pressure on
their wallets.
Investors are monitoring the latest
round of corporate earnings, in part, to
gauge how companies are dealing with
higher prices and what they plan to do
as inﬂation continues pressuring operations.
Monday is a relatively quiet day
for earnings, but the pace picks up on
Tuesday with American Express, Johnson & Johnson, and Microsoft reporting results. Boeing and Tesla report

their results on Wednesday. McDonald’s, Southwest Airlines and Apple
report results on Thursday.
Wall Street also has several key
economic reports to look forward this
week. Investors will get more data on
how consumers feel with the release on
Tuesday of The Conference Board’s
Consumer Conﬁdence Index for January. The Commerce Department releases its report on fourth-quarter gross
domestic product on Thursday and its
report on personal income and spending for December on Friday.
Shares were mostly lower in Europe
and Asia on Monday after Wall Street
logged its worst week since the pandemic began in 2020.
Shares fell in Paris, London and
Frankfurt but rose in Tokyo. Shanghai
was little changed.
Investors have been growing increasingly worried about how aggressively
the Federal Reserve, which holds a
policy meeting this week, might act to

cool rising inﬂation.
Germany’s DAX shed 1.1% to
15,431.03 while the CAC 40 in Paris
gave up 1.4% to 6,971.19. In London,
the FTSE 100 fell 0.7% to 7,447.03.
Some economists believe the Fed and
other central banks need to move faster
to tamp down surging prices by raising
rates. U.S. consumer prices rose 7% in
December compared to a year earlier,
the biggest increase in nearly four decades.
Rising costs are raising concerns that
consumers will start to ease spending
because of the persistent pressure on
their wallets. At the same time, outbreaks of the omicron variant of the
coronavirus are threatening to slow recoveries from the crisis.
Tokyo’s Nikkei 225 index edged
0.2% higher to 27,588.37.
Shares in electronics and energy giant Toshiba Corp. fell 1.6% after the
company said it was suspending production at a factory in southern Japan

that makes semiconductors for vehicles
and machinery after a strong earthquake hit the region.
The Hang Seng in Hong Kong shed
1.2% to 24,656.46. In Australia, the
S&P/ASX 200 lost 0.5% to 7,139.50
and India’s Sensex dropped 2.7% to
57,419.98.
South Korea’s Kospi dropped 1.5%
to 2,792.00 on heavy selling of big technology companies like Samsung and LG
Chemical. Thailand’s SET lost 0.7%.
The Shanghai Composite index
gained less than 0.1%, to 3,524.11.
In other trading, U.S. benchmark
crude oil gained 21 cents to $85.35 per
barrel in electronic trading on the New
York Mercantile Exchange. It gave up
41 cents to $85.14 per barrel on Friday.
Brent crude, the basis for pricing
international oils, added 26 cents to
$88.15 per barrel.
The U.S. dollar fell to 113.62 Japanese yen from 113.68 yen. The euro
slipped to $1.1327 from $1.1346.

SEATTLE, Jan 24, (AP): The Washington Supreme Court has narrowly
upheld an $18 million ﬁne levied
against an association of large food
brands that funneled dark money into
a state political campaign.
The 5-4 decision Thursday found
that the penalty against the Grocery
Manufacturers Association - now
known as the Consumer Brands Association - did not violate the U.S.
Constitution’s ban on excessive ﬁnes.
The association said it would petition
the U.S. Supreme Court to review the
case.
The group, which included companies like Coca-Cola and Nestle, in
2013 collected $14 million from its
members. It then contributed $11 million of that to help defeat a Washington state ballot initiative that would
have required labeling of genetically
engineered ingredients on food packaging.
The association failed to register
as a political committee in the state,
did not disclose which companies
contributed the campaign money and
ﬁled no campaign-ﬁnance reports until after Attorney General Bob Ferguson sued.
As part of the lawsuit, the state uncovered evidence that one association
executive noted during a meeting that
having a pooled campaign account
would “shield individual companies
from public disclosure and possible
criticism.”
“The GMA’s offense struck at the
core of open elections,” Chief Justice
Steven González wrote for the state
supreme court’s majority. “The grave
nature and broad extent of GMA’s offense suggests the penalty is not grossly disproportional.”
The dissenting justices, led by Justice Sheryl Gordon McCloud, said that
the association’s failure to ﬁle campaign disclosure reports was serious
for a reporting violation but that it was
only a reporting violation. She called
the $18 million penalty “grossly disproportionate” to that offense.
The justices previously found that
the Grocery Manufacturers Association’s violations were intentional, but
sent the case back to a lower court to
determine whether the ﬁne was excessive. The 8th Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution prohibits excessive ﬁnes.
“This is a victory for fair and transparent elections in Washington, and a
defeat of special interest dark money,”
Ferguson said in a statement.

